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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The iPhone was first introduced on January 9, 2007 and has gone on to sell millions and millions of phones all over the world since it’s initial release. Just last year (2016), Apple sold almost 212 millions phones worldwide [1]. With the popularity and widespread use of iPhones and other smart phones, people now own a device that they can have on them at all times and take with them anywhere. A device that can easily carry out various different tasks such as taking pictures, making phone calls, checking email, and making video/audio recordings.

In 2009 iPhone OS 3 was released by Apple, an update to the current iPhone operating system to add improvements and more functionality to their current iPhones, iPads, and iPod Touches [2]. One of the new features this operating system included was a new application called Voice Memos. The Voice Memos application uses the devices microphone to record audio. After a user makes a recording, they can use the app to share their recording via email, text, or by syncing the device through Apple’s desktop iTunes application. The first version of Voice Memos also allowed users to make edits to recordings with a trimming feature that could be used to shorten the beginning or the end of recordings. Later updates to Voice Memos added more recording and editing capabilities.
This paper aims to explore the possibilities present when recording and editing audio using the Voice Memos application, as well as observing the characteristics of these recordings. Recordings were made across different versions of Apple’s mobile operating system, iOS (iPhone Operating System), which included three different versions of Voice Memos. A testing protocol presented at AES [4] was augmented to incorporate additional iOS versions. This protocol is based off of the different ways you can use Voice Memos to create and edit recordings and was used to guide the creation of the test recordings.

The characteristics of the tested audio recordings were compared with recordings from different versions of iOS to see what similarities and differences were present. Edited/altered recordings were also compared to original recordings in order to see how manipulated recordings predictably deviated from the originals. The observations were then added to a decision tree that was previously presented at AES and also used to make separate decision trees for different versions of iOS. The purpose of the decision tree is to create a quick way for someone to examine the traits of a recording and determine based on traits in the examined recording, if the recording is consistent with known recordings with known states (over recorded, trimmed, phone-call interrupted, etc.) from iOS Voice Memos or isn’t.
Challenges

With the widespread use of smart phones, it’s been inevitable that smart phones would start to become a bigger part of police investigations. Data stored on phones such as calls, texts, emails, etc. has the potential to become evidence. Experts in the field of mobile phone and audio forensics have also noticed an increase in the amount of audio recording evidence coming from smart phones.

Often time, before an audio recording can be analyzed for the content heard on the recording, the authenticity of the recording needs to be determined. The Scientific Working Group on Digital Evidence (SWGDE) defines an audio authentication examination as one that “seeks to determine if a recording is consistent with the manner in which it is alleged to have been produced” [3]. Now more then ever before, there’s an abundance of audio editors available that make changing an audio recording very simple. This makes it very easy to challenge the authenticity of audio recording evidence that is used in trials. The more we know about what audio recordings from a device such as a smart phone look like and what their characteristics are, the easier it is to determine a recording’s authenticity.

Another challenge of looking at audio recordings is that audio recordings often have similar characteristics. Using a computer, you can easily view the traits audio recordings have, file format, file size, sampling rate, bit rate, length of recording. A lot of these traits are similar between recording devices and don’t help identify exactly which device created a recording or how it was created.

A lot of recording devices also allow users to edit an audio recording. Looking at the traits of a recording, it can be hard to identify if a device has edited a recording or not.
Further authenticity examination can help determine if edits are present in a recording or not. Identifying edits made by audio editors isn’t usually too challenging but identifying if an app like Voice Memos made edits to a recording is harder to determine.

**Previous Research**

The decision tree developed to analyze audio recordings and that will also be discussed in more detail later in this thesis, was first presented at the annual AES (Audio Engineering Society) conference in June 2017. The presentation, “Triage Approach for the Forensic Analysis of Apple iOS Audio Files Recorded Using the ‘Voice Memos’ App” discussed the decision tree and how it was developed and first tested by Jeff Smith, Douglas Lacey, Bruce Koenig, and Catalin Grigoras [4].

The decision tree was created based on observations of some of the main traits of audio recordings that were created with Voice Memos. These traits include the encoded audio type and the bit rate. The atom structure of files was also used to observe specific characteristics of the files such as the size of the data user atom. Some of these traits also help to distinguish between different versions of iOS that created the audio recording.

It’s also important to note that when analyzing an audio recording from an iPhone, knowing which version of iOS is helpful as it can be used to distinguish between different audio files but knowing the iPhones model that created the recording is useless. It may be helpful during an investigation for the police to connect a recording made on a phone to a suspect who owns that same phone model but for discussing the analysis of Voice Memos audio recordings, the model that created the phone isn’t important.

To initially test the accuracy and repeatability of the decision tree, one of the authors of “Triage Approach for the Forensic Analysis of Apple iOS Audio Files
Recorded Using the ‘Voice Memos’ App” created twenty audio recordings that were then shared to the other three authors to test the decision tree blindly and independently of each other. “These .m4a files consisted of seventeen (17) recordings made using the iPhone/iPod Touch “Voice Memos” app, in differing states of originality, continuity, and alteration; two (2) original, continuous, and unaltered recordings made using third-party iPhone audio recording apps; and one (1) “Voice Memos” app recording re-encoded and saved using GoldWave audio editing software” [4]. Renaming recordings within the “Voice Memos” app has also already been found to not change the file content so files used for testing the decision tree were renamed “TEST FILE 01.m4a” through “TEST FILE 20.m4a” to eliminate any bias that could’ve been introduced by the original file names of the recordings.

Test results from the authors using the decision tree helped update the version of the decision tree that was presented at AES. The testing helped illuminate the problems of having clear language to make the examiner’s decisions consistent as well as further information that needed to be included in the decision tree. Interpreting encoded and recording dates in the audio recordings file information was also found to be an area of inconsistency. “While this information can be crucial in detecting discontinuities and alterations made with the “Voice Memos” app, the variables affecting these dates are derived from activities which result in both original, continuous files as well as original, discontinuous files making discrimination between the two difficult. Therefore, care must be exercised in interpreting these data fields in practice” [4].

It’s important to remember with the decision tree that the purpose of it is to be another tool for helping with the authentication process. It’s meant to be a quick guide
for determining if a recording is consistent with known iOS Voice Memos recordings or not. An examiner should never only use the decision tree and should always conduct a complete and thorough authentication examination.

The decision tree is an ideal starting point in the authentication process for an audio recording suspected of being made with the Voice Memos app. With each new iOS release new testing will have to be done so the decision tree can be expanded upon with new information. Should new features be added into the Voice Memos app, the testing protocol for gathering data for the decision tree will also have to be updated.
CHAPTER II

VOICE MEMOS USER INTERFACE

Voice Memos was first introduced on the iPhone on June 17, 2009 through the iPhone OS 3 update [5]. Voice Memos uses the device’s microphone to record audio or if the device doesn’t have a microphone, an external microphone or headphones with a microphone can be plugged into the headphone jack and Voice Memos will use the external microphone to record audio. This is the only way Voice Memos can record on the iPod Touch, which doesn’t have a microphone built into the device.

The first version of Voice Memos allowed a user to make recordings by starting a recording and stopping it or a recording could be paused, then continued and stopped or paused again. Recordings were automatically named with the date and time the recording was made but could be renamed with preset names such as “Podcast” or with a custom name. The first version of Voice Memos also allowed a user to “trim” the recording by removing the beginning or the end to change what time in the original recording the playback would start or stop.

Once recordings are made, they can be synced to an iTunes library or shared directly from the app. If a user wants to extract their recordings from Voice Memos to a computer, they can use iTunes, Apple’s application for media playback and device management. A user would connect their iPhone to their computer and allow iTunes to synchronize with the device. iTunes would then automatically import and sort the recordings into its media library. A user could also share recordings by email or text directly from Voice Memos.
Figure 2: Original Voice Memos interface

Figure 3: Voice Memos recording
Figure 4: Renaming recordings

Figure 5: Trimming a recording
iOS 7

The next major update to Voice Memos came on September 18, 2013 when iOS 7 was released [6]. The new Voice Memos app featured a new interface and introduced more options for recording and editing. The interface showed the waveform of the audio being recorded and played back instead of the microphone and VU meter. Recordings were stored and categorized on the same screen as the rest of the interface under the top portion of the app where the waveform is shown.

Figure 6: New interface in iOS 7

In iOS 7, recordings are made the same way by pressing record and then you have the option to pause recording then continue recording or to stop. To stop a recording, the user presses “done”, then the user is prompted to name the recording instead of the app automatically saving the recording with the date and time of the recording. If a user
doesn’t input a custom name, recordings will be automatically named as “New Recording” with newer recordings named by “New Recording 2”, “New Recording 3”, etc.

If a user was recording and exited the app to return to the home screen, a red bar would appear on the top of the device screen showing that recording was still taking place in the background. You could also pause in the middle of a recording and scroll back to an earlier section of the recording and continue recording from that section and record over the subsequent part of the recording. Recordings could also be deleted by swiping towards the left on the desired recording and a “delete” tab would appear next to the recording.

The same editing features were also available for the iOS 7 version of Voice Memos as were previously available. When a user selects a recording, they have the option to edit by pressing the “edit” button that appears next to the share button and the delete icon. Once “edit” is pressed, the waveform of the selected recording will appear in the upper section of the app and the user can then press a cropping icon that brings up the trim option. Like the previous version of Voice Memos, two selection bars will appear that allow the user to change when the recording starts or ends. In this version of Voice Memos, any trim edits made will automatically be applied over the original recording.
Another new way of sharing Voice Memos recording was also introduced in iOS 7, Airdrop. Airdrop allows for file sharing between iOS devices or Mac computers using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connections. Devices have to be in close proximity to each other in order for Airdrop to work. Once a file is sent through Airdrop, the user receiving a file will be prompted on their device to accept the file being sent. Besides Airdrop, in iOS 7 you can share Voice Memos recordings by email, text, or synching the device with iTunes.

**iOS 11**

The current version of Voice Memos hasn’t changed much over the last few new iOS releases. The interface is exactly the same as it was in iOS 7 but allows for a few new options. The options for making recordings (record, pause, record, stop, done, save) are the same but at least since iOS 10, users can select an already existing recording and record over any part of it.
A new editing feature “delete” is also available. When you select a recording and press “edit” and then press the crop button, the red bars that appear can be used to make a selection of the recording, then you can choose to delete the audio in-between the red bars instead of trimming what’s to the left and right of the bars. When making edits, you can now also choose to save an edited recording as a new recording or save over the original recording. If a user chooses to save an edited recording as a new recording, the recording name will stay the same but “copy” will be added to the recording name followed by “copy 2”, “copy 3” for each consecutive recording.

The current version of Voice Memos allows for the same sharing and exporting options for the recordings, synching with iTunes, Airdrop, email, and text. It’s also important to note that Voice Memos has never given users options to change the recording settings or recording quality settings. These settings are all automatic and built into the app. The different aspects of the recordings and the settings used to make them will be covered in the next chapter.
CHAPTER III

BACKGROUND ON DIGITAL AUDIO

To further discuss audio recordings made with Voice Memos, it’s important to understand some of the characteristics of digital audio recordings. It’s also important to understand how the recordings are made and structured. This chapter will discuss audio and its traits so the later chapters talking about the unique features of Voice Memos recordings can be understood clearly. A whole paper could be written about how digital audio recordings are made and all the different aspects of them. To keep things simple, this section will discuss the different characteristics of audio that will relate to discussing the characteristics of recordings from Voice Memos.

The New Oxford American Dictionary defines sound as “vibrations that travel through the air or another medium and can be heard when they reach a person’s or animal’s ear”. When sound is recorded, it can be recorded with analog technology/methods or by digital technology/methods. For analog recording the sound is captured through a microphone and physically recorded to tape that can then be read and played back to hear what was recorded. For digital recording sound is sampled at certain intervals and converted into numbers that can be read and stored by a digital device (computer, smart phone, digital recorder). One property of digital audio is its sampling rate.

Sampling Rate

The sampling rate determines how many times a second a sound being recorded is captured so it can be represented digitally. The sampling rate is measured in hertz (Hz)
or kilohertz (kHz). The higher the sampling rate, the higher the maximum frequency (pitch) that can be sampled (recorded). The most commonly used sample rate for CDs and digital audio is 44,100 Hz or 44.1 kHz. This means that the digital recorder sampled each second of an audio recording 44,100 times to capture the audio.

If a sampling rate is too low it can create problems in the audio that is recorded. The Nyquist Theorem states that a sampling rate should be at least double the rate of the highest frequency of audio being recorded [7]. The highest frequency in this case refers to the highest pitch being heard in a sound being recorded. The frequency range of human hearing is usually defined as 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz [8]. Sounds towards the lower end of the hearing range would be a trucks engine or the lowest notes on a piano. Sounds towards the higher end of the hearing range would be birds chirping or the highest notes on a piano. How loud these sounds are doesn’t affect the pitch of them. So if we want to make sure we capture all the sounds our ears can hear, we need to be able to record sounds up to 20,000 Hz. Following the Nyquist Theorem, the sampling rate should always be at least 40,000 Hz. This is where the standard of 44,100 comes from.

**Bit Rate**

The bit rate is another important aspect of a digital recording that determines the overall quality. The bit rate refers to how much information is being stored in the digital file itself. For audio files, it’s usually referred to as kilobits per second (kbps). For example, songs downloaded from the iTunes store are usually 256 kbps. This means that when that song is played back, 256,000 bits of information are played back per second. Like with the sampling rate, the higher the bit rate the more accurate and better overall
quality the file will be. The higher the kbps, the more space the file will also take up on a storage device such as a computer or smart phone.

A digital audio file will have a constant bit rate if it was encoded (written) with a constant bit rate such as 256. Files can also be encoded with a variable bit rate where the bit rate will fluctuate throughout the audio file. If you look at the information of a file with a variable bit rate, you will most likely see an average bit rate displayed.

**File Formats**

Once audio has been recorded, it has to be stored somehow and be readable by devices so the audio can be played. Audio file formats store the digital audio data and allow files to be organized and played using media players. Many different audio file formats exist and offer different options. Some formats are lossless meaning they keep the entire original raw audio data, which creates big file sizes. Other formats are lossy meaning they remove information from the raw audio data to compress the file size. Lossy compression formats also affect the quality of the audio stored in the files. Sometimes these compressed audio files won’t sound any different to a listener while files that have been drastically compressed might have a more noticeable smaller, thinner, duller, sound to them.

Digital audio files are made up of two important parts, the container and the codec. The codec states the method in which the data it contains should be encoded (written) and decoded (played back). The container “packages” the codec and makes it understandable to a digital system. The container is also often the extension you see at the end of files such as .wav, a wave file format.
A good analogy to help make this concept of containers and codecs more easily understood is to think of a can of soup. In this case the container is the outside of the soup can, it has a label and list of ingredients to tell you what’s in it, what it contains, and how it should be handled. The codec is then the soup itself. Some examples of containers are AIFF, WAV, M4A and some examples of codecs are FLAC, WMA, and MP3. Voice Memos recordings are AAC (advanced audio coding) that are contained in a M4A (moving pictures group 4 audio) file.

**Atom Structure**

All digital files contain metadata, which is information the file contains about itself. Metadata can contain information about when the file was created, what hardware or software created the file, or user information that created the file. This data can also be structured in a specific order that makes it easier to analyze and locate certain information. M4A Voice Memo recordings adhere to the QuickTime File Format Specification that lays out exactly how and where data is stored in digital files.

The data units in a QuickTime file are called atoms and are measured in bytes. Atoms also contain field types that describe what kind of data is stored in them [9]. Figure 8 below shows some examples of atom types. The field types are abbreviated to four letters versions of what the field type represents, such as “udta” which is short for “user data atom”. The metadata and atoms of a file can be viewed with a file information viewer (such as MediaInfo [11]) or a hex viewer (such as Hex Fiend [12]). Figure 9 shows an example of the ftyp atom seen using Hex Fiend. Other programs such as Atomic Parsley [13] can be used to show where certain atoms are in the file and how big
they are. For Voice Memos recordings the atoms of interest is the file type (ftyp), wide, movie header (mvhd), track header (tkhd), and the user data atom (udta).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atom type</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'ftyp'</td>
<td>File type compatibility—identifies the file type and differentiates it from similar file types, such as MPEG-4 files and JPEG-2000 files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'mov'</td>
<td>Movie resource metadata about the movie (number and type of tracks, location of sample data, and so on). Describes where the movie data can be found and how to interpret it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'mdat'</td>
<td>Movie sample data—media samples such as video frames and groups of audio samples. Usually this data can be interpreted only by using the movie resource.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'free'</td>
<td>Unused space available in file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'skip'</td>
<td>Unused space available in file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'wide'</td>
<td>Reserved space—can be overwritten by an extended size field if the following atom exceeds 2^32 bytes, without displacing the contents of the following atom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'pnot'</td>
<td>Reference to movie preview data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8: Different atom types**

![Atom types](image)

**Figure 9: File type atom viewable in metadata**

When analyzing audio recordings from Voice Memos, certain aspects of the files atom structure can also tell us which version of iOS created that file. The iOS version is usually easily viewable in the metadata.

A lot more could be discussed regarding the process of recording, storing, and reading audio data. Many other papers exist on those topics already and for the purposes of this paper, the information in this chapter should be sufficient to move on and discuss the important information related to audio recordings from Voice Memos.
CHAPTER IV

TEST RECORDING COLLECTION_protocol

As discussed in chapter 2, there are many variables introduced by the user when making recordings with the Voice Memos app. For example you can create a continuous one minute recording then press “stop”, “done”, “save” to finish making the recording. You could also make a continuous one minute recording then pressing “stop”, “done”, and press “save” a minute later. You could also pause the recording after a minute and start recording again a few minutes later then press “stop”, “done”, “save”.

To collect data from the audio recordings produced by Voice Memos, a testing protocol had to be developed. The testing protocol needed to make sure that all the data collected from Voice Memos would cover all the different ways and scenarios that a recording could be made from the app. A testing protocol for Voice Memos was first developed by Doug Lacey from Bek Tek LLC who was also one of the co authors of “Triage Approach for the Forensic Analysis of Apple iOS Audio Files Recorded Using the ‘Voice Memos’ app”.

This testing protocol was originally developed based on iOS 10 and was a great starting point to gather data from Voice Memos. The first section of the original testing protocol covered continuous recordings with different orders of pauses and different order of operations for the “stop”, “done”, “save” process. It also covered receiving phone calls while Voice Memos was recordings. The protocol also covered making trim and deletion edits to recordings in Voice Memos with six different combinations made to original recordings then saved as copies of the original recordings. The editing
combinations were trimming/deleting from the beginning, the end, and from the beginning and the end of recordings.

The last section of the original testing protocol had a user transferring original recordings back into Voice Memos using a third party program. Once a recording was back on the phone, a trim or deletion edit was made and saved over the original recording. These edits were also trimming/deleting from the beginning, the end, and from the beginning and the end of the recordings. Once a user has made all the test recordings, they repeat the testing protocol two more times so there’s three total complete sets of data. The testing protocol also follows the Voice Memos automatic file naming “New Recording”, “New Recording 2” and when making edits, “New Recording Copy”, “New Recording Copy 2”, etc. The recordings that are transferred back onto the device are then edited and saved over the original recordings and manually named as “Test For Overwrite 25” through “Test For Overwrite 36”. This makes it easy to keep track of which recording files match which testing scenario.

**Updates to the Original Test Recording Protocol**

The original testing protocol was updated to make a few small changes and add some new options for types of recordings and a new way to transfer recordings back into Voice Memos. The original protocol included making ten continuous one minute long recordings with “stop”, “done”, “save” pressed as fast as possible to the end recordings. The updated testing protocol narrowed these types of test recordings down to just three instead of ten. A column for “Expected Output” was also added to the protocol, showing what traits should be present in each test recording after they’re made.
The process of recording over original recordings was also added at the end of the protocol. Once a user has all the original recordings and all the edited recordings, they record again over all these recordings at different starting points. One set of over recordings starting at the beginning of an original recording and recording new audio for ten seconds. A second set of over recordings starting somewhere in the middle of an original recording and recording new audio for ten seconds. And a third set of over recordings starting ten seconds before the end of an original recording and recording new audio for twenty seconds to go beyond the original length of the recording.

A new method was also found to transfer original recordings back into the Voice Memos app. Instead of using third party software, iTunes can be used to transfer recordings into Voice Memos. You can import any audio recording into iTunes, then right click on the recording and select “Get Info” or “Song Info”. A new menu pops up with multiple tabs. Click on the “Options” tab. On this page there’s a “media kind” section with a clickable pop down menu. On this menu you can tell iTunes what kind of recording the file is. One of the selections is “Voice Memo”. Once “Voice Memo” is selected, you can press “OK” to apply the changes to the recording file. Now the file can be synced or manually transferred onto an iOS device where the recording will be imported into the Voice Memos app. This process is included in the updated testing protocol. Figure 10 below also shows how to categorize an audio file as a Voice Memo in iTunes.
To confirm this process didn’t change anything about the recording files, test recordings were hashed, imported into iTunes and transferred to an iPhone. “Hashing” a file or generating its checksum is when a unique string of numbers and letters can be created from the unique data present in a digital file using checksum software. This unique string of numbers and letters can be used to see if a digital file was changed during a transfer or download. If the data of a file is unchanged, the hash should also be the same but if the file changes at all, the hash will be different.
Once the test recordings were in the Voice Memos app, they were emailed from the app, downloaded and hashed again to see if the files had changed at all. The hash values were the same confirming that the process of transferring files to Voice Memos through iTunes didn’t do anything to change the files.

After going through the testing protocol and making all the recordings in Voice Memos, the recordings can be collected by either emailing or airdropping directly from the app. The iPhone can also be synched with iTunes and all the Voice Memo recordings will be imported into the iTunes library. While the iTunes method is the quickest way to collect recordings, it also presents a challenge because while the recordings will appear in iTunes with the correct file names, the recordings are actually stored in a directory outside of iTunes where the filenames are labeled by the time/date. This makes it difficult to figure out exactly which recordings are which types of recording scenario. However, when files are emailed or airdropped they retain the correct file names.

Once the test recording protocol was updated, it was also split into three different versions. Each protocol version covers a different version of Voice Memos and how it records/makes edits differently from other versions of Voice Memos. So now there’s a protocol for iOS 6 and previous, a protocol for iOS 7, and a protocol for iOS 10-11. The newest versions of the test recording protocols can be viewed in appendix A, B, and C.
CHAPTER V

NEW FINDINGS

Previous research has already helped us learn a lot about how Voice Memos makes audio recordings. Voice Memos saves recordings as AAC contained in a M4A format and records at 44.1 kHz and 64 kbps. When something in the recording file changes such as making a deletion edit from the middle of a recording, the file needs to be re encoded (re created) and when this happens the file stays at 44.1 kHz but the bit rate changes to 256 kbps.

The atom structures of files recorded on different versions of iOS are usually consistent with each other but they’re a couple of differences that are unique to a specific iOS version. The ftyp atom is 28 bytes, the wide atom is 8 bytes, the mvhd atom is 108 bytes, and the tkhd atom is 92 bytes. These parts of the atom structure haven’t been observed to change between different versions of iOS. However, the presence and size of the udta (user data) atom varies between different versions of iOS. For iOS 4 there is no udta atom. For iOS 6 the udta atom is 250 bytes. For iOS 7-10 the atom size is 307 to 360 bytes. For iOS 10, the udta atom size varies based on if the file was edited. When the file is edited, the original record date is removed causing the udta atom to shrink.

Starting with iOS 7, the iOS version is reported in the metadata in the last set of bytes at the very end of the file as well and can be easily viewed with a hex viewer, such as Hex Fiend. iOS 4-6 doesn’t report the iOS version in the metadata.

```
0000 00000000 00000000 92foo 1data co
m.apple.VoiceMemos (iOS 10.3.3)
```

Figure 12: iOS version in metadata
All this information was used to create a decision tree to help quickly look at a recording and see if it’s consistent with known iOS Voice Memo recording data or not. When iOS 11 was released, new data was gathered from Voice Memos running on iOS 11 to add new data to a new decision tree just for iOS 11. New data collected from the test recording collection protocol was also used to make decision trees for the different versions of iOS that were tested, iOS 10, iOS 7, and iOS 6. The new decision trees can be viewed in appendix D, E, F, G, and H.

**iOS 11**

The current version of iOS is iOS 11 released on September 19, 2017. iOS 11 brought a lot of new changes to the iPhone but no major changes to Voice Memos [10]. The interface has remained the same and the recording/editing options have stayed the same. Voice Memos also still records at 44.1 kHz and 64 kbps. When recordings are edited and or re encoded such as a deletion, the bit rate also changes to 256 kbps like it has in the past.

For the first time since iOS 7 the atom structure has changes. The wide atom has completely disappeared in iOS 11 recordings. However, the size of the udta atom has stayed consistent with the size of udta atoms from iOS 7-10, 307-360 bytes.

**Test Recordings**

The test recording collection protocol was used to collect data from a range of different versions of iOS. The iOS versions used for testing were 4.0, 4.0.2, 6.1.3, 7.1.1, 10.3.2, 10.3.3, and 11.0.2. The iPhone models used for testing were iPhone 6S, iPhone 4, iPhone 3G, and iPod Touch. A lot of the test recordings came out the way they were expected to with continuous recordings keeping the default sampling rate and bit rate.
Recordings that were edited and re encoded also had a changed bit rate of 256 kbps as expected.

One observation made on the test recordings was that when an edit was made to an original recording and then saved as a copy of that recording, the udta atom changed to a size of 307 bytes. This is because when the file is edited, the original record date is removed. This was observed on test recordings from iOS 11.0.2, 10.3.3 and 10.3.2. However, with iOS 7.1.1 edits didn’t change the size of the udta atom because the original record date wasn’t removed and always stayed intact. The udta atom size on iOS 4-6 wasn’t included by default and we don’t know if the udta atom size changes on iOS 8-9 because they weren’t available for testing.

Another observation made is that when an original recording had a section deleted from the middle of it, the bit rate changed from 64 kbps to 256 kbps. If sections were deleted or trimmed from the beginning or the end of the original recordings, the bit rate stayed the same at 64 kbps. Only when a section from the middle was deleted was a bit rate change noticed. It also didn’t matter if the edited recording was saved as a copy or saved over the original recording, the bit rate always changed with this type of deletion edit. This type of test recording could only be performed on iOS 11.0.2, 10.3.3, and 10.3.2 because the deletion option isn’t available on any of the older versions of iOS that were available to test.

Some of the test recordings also had a phone make a phone call to an iPhone that was already recording in Voice Memos. Voice Memos always paused recording when the iPhone received a call. When the call was ended, a user could continue recording or stop and save the recording. In cases where the recording was continued after the call
ended, the bit rate of the file changed from 64 kbps to 256 kbps. This was the only instance in the test recordings where a pause caused the bit rate to change; no manual pauses changed the bit rate in other test recordings. This type of test recording was also only performed on iOS 11.0.2, 10.3.3, and 10.3.2 because the available devices for testing older versions of iOS didn’t have cellular service.

Over recordings were also only performed on iOS 11.0.2, 10.3.3, and 10.3.2 because these were the only available versions of iOS that provided the option to record over original audio files. When original recordings were recorded over again, the bit rate always changed from 64 kbps to 256 kbps and the sampling rate stayed the same at 44.1 kHz. It didn’t matter if the over recording took place at the beginning of the file, the middle of the file, or the end of the file, the changes to the bit rate were always the same.

Another type of editing scenario that was briefly looked into was making edits to recordings on a newer version of iOS then the version that was used to make the recording. The purpose of this scenario is to see if the embedded iOS version changes after the files are edited on a different version of iOS. In the few recordings that were edited this way, the files embedded iOS version changed to the newer version of iOS that was used to edit the file. This was only done on a limited number of recordings and needs to be researched further.

There was one odd inconsistency with the test recordings from iOS 10.3.3, 10.3.2 and 11.0.2. Two of the sets of test recordings from 10.3.3 all had a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz no matter if they were continuous recordings, had pauses, or were edited in someway. The third set of recordings had some recordings that came out with a sampling rate of 48 kHz though. All three sets of test recordings from 10.3.2 had recordings with a
sampling rate of 48 kHz and some with 44.1 kHz. There’s no pattern to what recordings had what sampling rate between all three sets of data. Almost all the recordings across all three sets of data for iOS 11.0.2 were 48 kHz as well. When recordings that started at 48 kHz were edited and re-encoded, the sampling rates also changed to 44.1 kHz across all the version of iOS that had original recordings at 48 kHz.

Other limited test recordings made on iOS 11.0.1, 11.0.3, and 11.1 also show recordings being made at 48 kHz and 44.1 kHz. It’s clear that iOS 10-11 is capable of making recordings at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz as well as 48 kHz. When Voice Memos is deciding to use what sampling rate though is unknown and no pattern has been observed that causes Voice Memos to record at 48 kHz.
CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Voice Memos has changed a few times since it’s initial release but as we’ve seen after examining recordings from the app, even when it doesn’t seem like Voice Memos has changed with a new version of iOS, that doesn’t mean that Voice Memos isn’t operating differently. Knowing these traits and patterns of how recordings change after certain functions are performed could potentially help investigators when analyzing audio recordings from Voice Memos. The characteristics could also help investigators identify what phones audio recordings came from as well if recordings have been edited in Voice Memos and how they were edited.

Future Research

New updates of iOS are usually released a couple times throughout the year. As new updates and new versions of iOS are released, the test recording collection protocol should be used to gather data from the new updates.

Sooner or later Apple is bound to also update Voice Memos in some major way. If new features are added or new ways/scenarios of making recordings are possible, the test recording collection protocol will have to be updated to include the new changes. This way good reliable data can continue to be collected from Voice Memos for the foreseeable future.

More testing also needs to be done to see how recordings that were made with older versions of iOS change after being edited on a newer version of iOS. This process could potentially be built into the test recording collection protocol for the future. The
differences in the record/encode dates of original unaltered recordings could also be measured to see if they’re consistent patterns for specific versions of iOS. If each version of iOS has a pattern to the difference between the record/encode dates, this could be used to identify recordings that came from an unknown version of iOS.

Data still needs to be collected from iOS 5, 8 and 9. The test recording collection protocol should be used to gather data from these versions of iOS so we know how those recordings compare with the recordings we have from other versions of iOS. Once all this data is complete, decision trees should be created for these versions of iOS. A decision tree for every version of iOS would be a great tool to aid in the authentication process and analysis of recordings made with Voice Memos.

The problem of random recordings with a sampling rate of 48 kHz in iOS 10-11 also needs to be solved. If some sort of unique scenario or interaction with Voice Memos or the iPhone itself is causing the sampling rate to change to 48 kHz, this could be very useful information for future analysis of Voice Memos recordings. This could also be valuable information for future iOS Voice Memo decision trees.
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APPENDIX A

TEST RECORDING COLLECTION PROTOCOL iOS 10-11

IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

DOCUMENT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION BEFORE PRODUCING TEST RECORDINGS:

- iPhone/iPod Touch model number (via visual inspection of model number on back cover) (e.g., “A1522”). Cross reference with the following:
  - iPhone:
    - http://www.apple.com/iphone/LTE/ (as needed) for LTE & country confirmation
  - iPod Touch:

- iPhone/iPod Touch “Model” (via Settings/General/About/Model) (e.g., “MGAU2LL/A”; refers to model, carrier, capacity, & color) [TAKE SCREEN SNAP]. Cross reference with the following:
    - iPhone 6S Model Numbers: http://leimobile.com/iphone-6s-model-numbers/
  - iPhone/iPod Touch serial number (via Settings/General/About/Serial Number) [TAKE SCREEN SNAP]
- iOS version (via Settings/General/About/Version) [e.g., “9.2.1 (13D15)”] [TAKE SCREENSNAP]

- “Voice Memos” default recording name for next recording, if known. “New Recording #” is the default naming convention, with “#” being a numerical value that increments with each new recording. Note that “#” will be next numerical value for which no recording exists and may be out of chronological order. For example, if “New Recording 1”, “New Recording 3”, and “New Recording 4” exist, then next recording will be “New Recording 2” and then “New Recording 5” after that.
# PROPOSED iPHONE/iPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
## TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

**SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH iPHONE 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) RUNNING iOS 11.0.2 (15A421)]:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 C</td>
<td>Continuous, 1-minute recording with “Stop”, “Done”, &amp; “Save” pressed as quickly as possible in sequence at the end of the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note differences between calculated recording length (&quot;Encoded&quot;/&quot;Tagged&quot; value minus “Recorded” value) and actual length of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 O</td>
<td>Continuous, 1-minute recording with “Stop” pressed to end the recording, then “Done” &amp; “Save” pressed one minute later in sequence</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous, 1-minute recording with “Stop” and “Done” pressed to end the recording, then “Save” pressed one minute later</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(iPod only) Begin recording, call iPhone from landline or other mobile device (recording pauses automatically, note length of recording when paused), let call go to voicemail, press “Done” &amp; “Save” as quickly as possible when the “Voice Memos” app screen returns to close out the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Note differences between calculated recording length (&quot;Encoded&quot;/&quot;Tagged&quot; value minus “Recorded” value) and actual length of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Begin recording, perform pause start events, three times each (1) with no vocal buzzing into or out of pause event, (2) with vocal buzzing into pause event, (3) with vocal buzzing out of pause event, &amp; (4) with vocal buzzing into and out of pause event, stop recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Begin recording for one minute, perform pause event, leave paused for two minutes, resume recording for one minute, “Stop”, “Done”, &amp; “Save” pressed as quickly as possible in sequence at the end of the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Time/frequency characteristics of pause stop/start events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Begin recording for one minute, perform pause event, leave paused for two minutes, resume recording for one minute, “Stop” pressed to end the recording, then “Done” &amp; “Save” pressed one minute later in sequence</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) RUNNING IOS 11.0.2 (15A421)]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISCONTINUOUS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Begin recording for one minute, perform pause event, leave paused for two minutes, resume recording for one minute, “Stop” and “Done” pressed to end the recording, then “Save” pressed one minute later</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Note differences between calculated recording length (“Encoded”/“Tagged” value minus “Recorded” value) and actual length of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>(iPhone only) Begin recording, call iPhone from landline or other mobile device (recording pauses automatically, note length of recording when paused), let call go to voicemail, resume recording when the “Voice Memos” app screen returns, record until total length of recording is two minutes, “Stop”, “Done”, &amp; “Save” pressed as quickly as possible in sequence at the end of the recording</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>(iPhone only) Repeat Test #7 with calls to iPhone from landline or other mobile device, only one time each (total of four calls for vocal buzzing combinations), decline calls to speed up the process</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, time/frequency characteristics of incoming call stop/start events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DOWNLOAD TEST RECORDINGS 1→12

| ALTED (NEW FILE) | 13 | At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows =40 seconds, select “Delete” (removes last 40 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy” by default), select “Done” | 64 kbps, record dates not present | Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values |
| | 14 | At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows =40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 40 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 2” by default), select “Done” | | |
| | 15 | At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows =20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 40 seconds), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 3” by default), select “Done” | | |
**PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL**

**SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) RUNNING IOS 11.0.2 (15A421)]:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED (NEW FILE)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to ≈20-second point so that recording length shows ≈20 seconds, select “Delete” (removes first 20 seconds of the recording and keeps last 40 seconds), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 4” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td>64 kbps (test 17, 256 kbps), record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≈20-second point and end edit point to ≈40-second point so that recording length shows ≈20 seconds, select “Delete” (removes these 20 seconds from the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 5” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td>64 kbps (test 17, 256 kbps), record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≈20-second point and end edit point to ≈40-second point so that recording length shows ≈20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 6” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td>64 kbps (test 17, 256 kbps), record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOWNLOAD TEST RECORDINGS 13→18**

| ALTERED & DISCONTINUOUS (NEW FILE) | 19 | At least **one day after** Test Recording #8 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≈20-second point so that recording length shows ≈1:40, select “Delete” (removes last 1:40 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 7” by default), select “Done” | 64 kbps, record dates not present | Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values |
|                                   | 20 | At least **one day after** Test Recording #8 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≈20-second point so that recording length shows ≈1:40, select “Trim” (keeps last 1:40 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 2” by default), select “Done” | 64 kbps, record dates not present | Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values |
## Proposed iPhone/iPod Touch “Voice Memos” Test Recording Protocol

### Sequence of Test Recordings (Developed with iPhone 6s (A1633, MKT32LL/A) Running iOS 11.0.2 (15A421)):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to 20-second point so that recording length shows 20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 1:40 seconds), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 3” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td>64 kbps (test 23, 256 kbps), record dates not present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to 20-second point so that recording length shows 20 seconds, select “Delete” (removes first 20 seconds of the recording and keeps last 1:40 seconds), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 4” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to 20-second point and end edit point to 40-second point so that recording length shows 20 seconds, select “Delete” (removes these 20 seconds from the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 5” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to 20-second point and end edit point to 40-second point so that recording length shows 20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 6” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Download Recordings 19-24. Copy the downloaded Test Recording #1 above to a new file named “Test for Overwrite 25” on the computer. Import new file into iTunes. Right click on file and select “Get Info”. Click on “Options” tab on menu that pops up. Under “Media Kind” select “Voice Memo” and press “OK”. Drag file onto phone to import Voice Memo.**
### PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
#### TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

**SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) RUNNING IOS 11.0.2 (15A421)]:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED</td>
<td>25</td>
<td><strong>One day after</strong> Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 25” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ±20-second point so that recording length shows ±40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 40 seconds of the recording), select “Trim Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERWRITE</td>
<td>26</td>
<td><strong>One day after</strong> Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 26” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ±20-second point so that recording length shows ±40 seconds, select “Delete” (removes last 40 seconds of the recording), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED</td>
<td>27</td>
<td><strong>One day after</strong> Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 27” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to ±20-second point so that recording length shows ±20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 40 seconds), select “Trim Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 25” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAMES THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 25” TO “…26” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).**

**DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 26” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAMES THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 26” TO “…27” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).**
PROPOSED PHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”  
TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS (DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) RUNNING IOS 11.0.2 (15A421)):

DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 27” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE PHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAMES THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 27” TO “...28” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE PHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALTERED (OVERWRITE FILE)</th>
<th>28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 28” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to ≈20-second point so that recording length shows ≈20 seconds, select “Delete” (removes first 20 seconds of the recording and keeps last 40 seconds), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) RUNNING IOS 11.0.2 (15A421)]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 29” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point and end edit point to =40-second point so that recording length shows =20 seconds, select “Delete” (removes these 20 seconds from the recording), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>256 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERWRITE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 30” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point and end edit point to =40-second point so that recording length shows =20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording), select “Trim Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERWRITE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 30” FILE
### Proposed iPhone/iPod Touch “Voice Memos” Test Recording Protocol

**Sequence of Test Recordings [Developed with iPhone 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) Running iOS 11.0.2 (15A421)]:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Expected Output</th>
<th>Reason(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copy the downloaded test recording #8 above to a new file named “Test for Overwrite 31” on the computer. Import new file into iTunes. Right click on file and select “Get Info”. Click on “Options” tab on menu that pops up. Under “Media Kind” select “Voice Memo” and press “OK”. Drag file onto phone to import voice memo.</strong></td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 31” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows = 1:40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 1:40 of the recording), select “Trim Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td><strong>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</strong></td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Download the modified “Test for Overwrite 31” file, delete it from the iPhone/iPod Touch, re-name the unmodified “Test for Overwrite 31” to “...32” &amp; transfer it from the computer to the iPhone/iPod Touch “Voice Memos” app (or via other method).</strong></td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 32” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows = 1:40 seconds, select “Delete” (removes last 1:40 of the recording), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td><strong>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</strong></td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Download the modified “Test for Overwrite 32” file, delete it from the iPhone/iPod Touch, re-name the unmodified “Test for Overwrite 32” to “...33” &amp; transfer it from the computer to the iPhone/iPod Touch “Voice Memos” app (or via other method).</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL**

**SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) RUNNING IOS 11.0.2 (15A421)]:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED &amp; DISCONTINUOUS (OVERWRITE FILE)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 33” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to ±20-second point so that recording length shows ±20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 1.40 seconds), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name) [effectively the same as Test Recording #32 but using end edit point]</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 33” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAMES THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 33” TO “…34” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED &amp; DISCONTINUOUS (OVERWRITE FILE)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 34” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to ±20-second point so that recording length shows ±20 seconds, select “Delete” (removes first 20 seconds of the recording and keeps last 1.40 seconds), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 34” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAMES THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 34” TO “…35” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).**
## PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

**SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) RUNNING IOS 11.0.2 (15A421)]:**

| ALTERED & DISCONTINUOUS (OVERWRITE FAIL) | 35 | At least **one day after** Test Recording #8 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 35” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ±20-second point and end edit point to ±40-second point so that recording length shows ±20 seconds, select “Delete” (removes these 20 seconds from the recording), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name) | 256 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates | Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values |
PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 6S (A1633, MKT32LL/A) RUNNING IOS 11.0.2 (15A421)]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Altered &amp; Discontinuous (Overwrite Only)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #8 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 35” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point and end edit point to =40-second point so that recording length shows =20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DOWNLOAD MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 36” FILE. DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED FILES. IMPORT RECORDINGS 1-36 INTO ITUNES. RIGHT CLICK ON FILE AND SELECT “GET INFO”. CLICK ON “OPTIONS” TAB ON MENU THAT POPS UP. UNDER “MEDIA KIND” SELECT “VOICE MEMO” AND PRESS “OK”. DRAG FILE ONTO PHONE TO IMPORT VOICE MEMO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Expected Output</th>
<th>Reason(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Altered &amp; Discontinuous (Overwrite Only)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Transfer recordings 1-36 back onto device. Over record recordings 1-36 three different times, start at beginning and over record the file for 10 seconds, start in middle and over record the file for 10 seconds, record 10 seconds before end of recording and over record for 20 seconds. Re-import recordings 1-36 for each different type of over recording.</td>
<td>256 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B

TEST RECORDING COLLECTION PROTOCOL iOS 7

IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

DOCUMENT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION BEFORE PRODUCING TEST RECORDINGS:

- iPhone/iPod Touch model number (via visual inspection of model number on back cover) (e.g., “A1522”). Cross reference with the following:
  o iPhone:
  o iPod Touch:

- iPhone/iPod Touch “Model” (via Settings/General/About/Model) (e.g., “MGAU2LL/A”; refers to model, carrier, capacity, & color) [TAKE SCREEN SNAP]. Cross reference with the following:
  o iPhone 6S Model Numbers: [http://leimobile.com/iphone-6s-model-numbers/](http://leimobile.com/iphone-6s-model-numbers/)

- iPhone/iPod Touch serial number (via Settings/General/About/Serial Number) [TAKE SCREEN SNAP]

- iOS version (via Settings/General/About/Version) [e.g., “9.2.1 (13D15)’”] [TAKE SCREENSNAP]
- “Voice Memos” default recording name for next recording, if known. “New Recording #” is the default naming convention, with “#” being a numerical value that increments with each new recording. Note that “#” will be next numerical value for which no recording exists and may be out of chronological order. For example, if “New Recording 1”, “New Recording 3”, and “New Recording 4” exist, then next recording will be “New Recording 2” and then “New Recording 5” after that.
PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 4 (A1332) RUNNING IOS 7.1.1 (11D201)]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Continuous, 1-minute recording with “Stop”, “Done”, &amp; “Save” pressed as quickly as possible in sequence at the end of the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note differences between calculated recording length (&quot;Encoded&quot;/&quot;Tagged&quot; value minus &quot;Recorded&quot; value) and actual length of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Continuous, 1-minute recording with “Stop” pressed to end the recording, then “Done” &amp; “Save” pressed one minute later in sequence</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Note differences between calculated recording length (&quot;Encoded&quot;/&quot;Tagged&quot; value minus &quot;Recorded&quot; value) and actual length of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous, 1-minute recording with “Stop” and “Done” pressed to end the recording, then “Save” pressed one minute later</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(iPhone only) Begin recording, call iPhone from landline or other mobile device (recording pauses automatically, note length of recording when paused), let call go to voicemail, press “Done” &amp; “Save” as quickly as possible when the “Voice Memos” app screen returns to close out the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Begin recording, perform pause stop/start events, three times each (1) with no vocal buzzing into or out of pause event, (2) with vocal buzzing into pause event, (3) with vocal buzzing out of pause event, &amp; (4) with vocal buzzing into and out of pause event, stop recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Begin recording for one minute, perform pause event, leave paused for two minutes, resume recording for one minute, “Stop”, “Done”, &amp; “Save” pressed as quickly as possible in sequence at the end of the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Time/frequency characteristics of pause stop/start events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Begin recording for one minute, perform pause event, leave paused for two minutes, resume recording for one minute, “Stop” pressed to end the recording, then “Done” &amp; “Save” pressed one minute later in sequence</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 4 (A1332) RUNNING IOS 7.1.1 (11D201)]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISCONTINUOUS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Begin recording for one minute, perform pause event, leave paused for two minutes, resume recording for one minute, “Stop” and “Done” pressed to end the recording, then “Save” pressed one minute later.</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Note differences between calculated recording length (“Encoded”/“Tagged” value minus “Recorded” value) and actual length of recording.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>(iPhone only) Begin recording, call iPhone from landline or other mobile device (recording pauses automatically, note length of recording when paused), let call goto voicemail, resume recording when the “Voice Memos” app screen returns, record until total length of recording is two minutes, “Stop”, “Done”, &amp; “Save” pressed as quickly as possible in sequence at the end of the recording.</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, time/frequency characteristics of incoming call stop/start events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>(iPhone only) Repeat Test #7 with calls to iPhone from landline or other mobile device, only one time each (total of four calls for vocal buzzing combinations), decline calls to speed up the process.</td>
<td>64 kbps, consistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, time/frequency characteristics of incoming call stop/start events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALtered (NEW FILE)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to +20-second point so that recording length shows +40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 40 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 2” by default), select “Done”.</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to -20-second point so that recording length shows -20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 40 seconds), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 3” by default), select “Done”.</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
## TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL
### SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 4 (A1332) RUNNING IOS 7.1.1 (11D201)]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED (NEW FILE)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ±20-second point and end edit point to ±40-second point so that recording length shows ±20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 6” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ±20-second point so that recording length shows ±1:40, select “Delete” (removes last 1:40 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 6” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED &amp; DISCONTINUOUS (NEW FILE)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to ±20-second point so that recording length shows ±20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 1:40 seconds), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 3” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ±20-second point and end edit point to ±40-second point so that recording length shows ±20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording” (should be “New Recording # Copy 6” by default), select “Done”</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL**

SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 4 (A1332) RUNNING IOS 7.1.1 (11D201)];

DOWNLOAD RECORDINGS 13-18. COPY THE DOWNLOADED TEST RECORDING #1 ABOVE TO A NEW FILE NAMED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 19” ON THE COMPUTER. IMPORT NEW FILE INTO ITUNES. RIGHT CLICK ON FILE AND SELECT “GET INFO”. CLICK ON “OPTIONS” TAB ON MENU THAT POPS UP. UNDER “MEDIA KIND” SELECT “VOICE MEMO” AND PRESS “OK”. DRAG FILE ONTO PHONE TO IMPORT VOICE MEMO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>One day after Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 19” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows =40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 40 seconds of the recording), select “Trim Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 19” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAMING THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 19” TO “…20” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).

| ALTERED | 20| At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 20” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows =20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 40 seconds), select “Trim Original” (resulting file will have the same name) | 64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates | Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values |

DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 20” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAMING THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 20” TO “…21” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).
**PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL**

**SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 4 (A1332) RUNNING IOS 7.1.1 (11D201)]:**

| ALTERED (OVERWRITE) | At least **one day after** Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 21” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≈20-second point and end edit point to ≈40-second point so that recording length shows ≈20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording), select “Trim Original” (resulting file will have the same name) | 64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates | Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values |
| 21 | |

**DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 21” FILE**

**COPY THE DOWNLOADED TEST RECORDING #8 ABOVE TO A NEW FILE NAMED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 22” ON THE COMPUTER. IMPORT NEW FILE INTO ITUNES. RIGHT CLICK ON FILE AND SELECT “GET INFO”. CLICK ON “OPTIONS” TAB ON MENU THAT POPS UP. UNDER “MEDIA KIND” SELECT “VOICE MEMO” AND PRESS “OK”. DRAG FILE ONTO PHONE TO IMPORT VOICE MEMO.**

| ALTERED & DISCONTINUOUS (OVERWRITE) | At least **one day after** Test Recording #8 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 22” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≈20-second point so that recording length shows ≈1:40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 1:40 of the recording), select “Trim Original” (resulting file will have the same name) | 64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates | Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values |
| 22 | |

**DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 22” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NOME THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 22” TO “…23” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).**
### PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

**SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS (DEVELOPED WITH IPHONE 4 (A1332) RUNNING IOS 7.1.1 (11D201)):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 23” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to &lt;20-second point so that recording length shows &lt;20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 1:40 seconds), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name) [effectively the same as Test Recording #32 but using end edit point]</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 24” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to &lt;20-second point and end edit point to &gt;40-second point so that recording length shows &gt;20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording), select “Delete From Original” (resulting file will have the same name)</td>
<td>64 kbps, inconsistent record and encode dates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 23” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NNAME THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 23” TO “…24” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).**

**DOWNLOAD MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 24” FILE.**
APPENDIX C

TEST RECORDING COLLECTION PROTOCOL iOS 6

IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

DOCUMENT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION BEFORE PRODUCING TEST RECORDINGS:

- iPhone/iPod Touch model number (via visual inspection of model number on back cover) (e.g., “A1522”). Cross reference with the following:
  o iPhone:
    ▪ https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201296
    ▪ http://www.apple.com/iphone/LTE/ (as needed) for LTE & country confirmation
      o iPod Touch:

- iPhone/iPod Touch “Model” (via Settings/General/About/Model) (e.g., “MGAU2LL/A”; refers to model, carrier, capacity, & color) [TAKE SCREEN SNAP]. Cross reference with the following:
    o iPhone 6S Model Numbers: http://leimobile.com/iphone-6s-model-numbers/
  - iPhone/iPod Touch serial number (via Settings/General/About/Serial Number) [TAKE SCREEN SNAP]
- iOS version (via Settings/General/About/Version) [e.g., “9.2.1 (13D15)”] [TAKE SCREENSNAP]

- “Voice Memos” default recording name for next recording, if known. “New Recording #” is the default naming convention, with “#” being a numerical value that increments with each new recording. Note that “#” will be next numerical value for which no recording exists and may be out of chronological order. For example, if “New Recording 1”, “New Recording 3”, and “New Recording 4” exist, then next recording will be “New Recording 2” and then “New Recording 5” after that.
### PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL

**SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH iPhone 4 (A1332) iOS 6.1.3 (10B329)]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Continuous, 1-minute recording with “Stop” pressed as quickly as possible in sequence at the end of the recording</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Continuous, 1-minute recording with “Pause” pressed to end the recording, then “List” pressed one minute later in sequence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Continuous, 1-minute recording with “Pause” pressed to end the recording, then “List” pressed one minute later in sequence</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Time/frequency characteristics of pause stop/start events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(iPhone only) Begin recording, call iPhone from landline or other mobile device (recording pauses automatically, note length of recording when paused), let call go to voicemail, press “Done” &amp; “Save” as quickly as possible when the “Voice Memos” app screen returns to close out the recording</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Begin recording, perform pause stop/start events, three times each (1) with no vocal buzzing into or out of pause event, (2) with vocal buzzing into pause event, (3) with vocal buzzing out of pause event, &amp; (4) with vocal buzzing into and out of pause event, stop recording</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Begin recording for one minute, perform pause event, leave paused for two minutes, resume recording for one minute, “Stop” pressed as quickly as possible in sequence at the end of the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Note differences between calculated recording length (“Encoded”/“Tagged” value minus “Recorded” value) and actual length of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Begin recording for one minute, perform pause event, leave paused for two minutes, resume recording for one minute, “Pause”, then “List” pressed minute later to end the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Note differences between calculated recording length (“Encoded”/“Tagged” value minus “Recorded” value) and actual length of recording</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL**

**SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH iPhone 4 (A1332) iOS 6.1.3 (10B329)]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISCONTINUOUS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Begin recording for one minute, perform pause event, leave paused for two minutes, resume recording for one minute, “Pause”, “List” pressed to end the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Note differences between calculated recording length (“Encoded”/“Tagged” value minus “Recorded” value) and actual length of recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(iPhone only) Begin recording, call iPhone from landline or other mobile device (recording pauses automatically, note length of recording when paused), let call go to voicemail, resume recording when the “Voice Memos” app screen returns, record until total length of recording is two minutes, “Stop”, “Done”, &amp; “Save” pressed as quickly as possible in sequence at the end of the recording</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, time/frequency characteristics of incoming call stop/start events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>(iPhone only) Repeat Test #7 with calls to iPhone from landline or other mobile device, only one time each (total of four calls for vocal buzzing combinations), decline calls to speed up the process</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOWNLOAD TEST RECORDINGS 1→11**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #1 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≈20-second point so that recording length shows ≈40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 40 seconds of the recording), select “Save As New Recording”</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, time/frequency characteristics of incoming call stop/start events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #2 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to ≈20-second point so that recording length shows ≈20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 40 seconds)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, time/frequency characteristics of incoming call stop/start events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
## TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL
### SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH iPhone 4 (A1332) iOS 6.1.3 (10B329)]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #3 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point and end edit point to =40-second point so that recording length shows =20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DOWNLOAD TEST RECORDINGS 12→14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above. Click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows =1:40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 40 seconds of the recording)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #9 made above. Click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows =20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 1:40 seconds)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #9 made above, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point and end edit point to =40-second point so that recording length shows =20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”**
**TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL**
SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH iPhone 4 (A1332) iOS 6.1.3 (10B329)]

DOWNLOAD RECORDINGS 15-17. COPY THE DOWNLOADED TEST RECORDING #1 ABOVE TO A NEW FILE NAMED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 17” ON THE COMPUTER. TRANSFER FILE TO VOICE MEMOS APP USING ITUNES METHOD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTerED</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 18” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows =40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 40 seconds of the recording)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERWRITE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 18” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAME THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 18” TO “…19” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).

| ALTERE     | 19 | At least **one day after** Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 19” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to =20-second point so that recording length shows =20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 40 seconds) | 64 kbps, record dates not present | Basic metadata/file structure, note changes to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values |
| D           |    |                                                                             |                             |                                                                           |

DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 19” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAME THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 19” TO “…20” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).
# PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS”
## TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL
### SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH iPhone 4 (A1332) iOS 6.1.3 (10B329)]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALT1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #1 made above, choose the transferred “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 20” recording, select “Edit”, click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≈20-second point and end edit point to ≈40-second point so that recording length shows ≈20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note change to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 20” FILE

COPY THE DOWNLOADED TEST RECORDING #8 ABOVE TO A NEW FILE NAMED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 21” ON THE COMPUTER. IMPORT NEW FILE INTO ITUNES. RIGHT CLICK ON FILE AND SELECT “GET INFO”. CLICK ON “OPTIONS” TAB ON MENU THAT POPS UP. UNDER “MEDIA KIND” SELECT “VOICE MEMO” AND PRESS “OK”. DRAG FILE ONTO PHONE TO IMPORT VOICE MEMO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALT2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>At least <strong>one day after</strong> Test Recording #8 made above. Click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≈20-second point so that recording length shows ≈1.40 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps last 40 seconds of the recording)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note change to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 21” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NATE THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 21” TO “…22” & TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).
## PROPOSED IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” TEST RECORDING PROTOCOL
SEQUENCE OF TEST RECORDINGS [DEVELOPED WITH iPhone 4 (A1332) iOS 6.1.3 (10B329)]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED OUTPUT</th>
<th>REASON(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED &amp; DISCONTINUOUS (OVERWRITE)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #8 made above. Click on icon for selecting edit points, move end edit point to ≥20-second point so that recording length shows ≥20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps first 20 seconds of the recording and removes last 40 seconds)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note change: to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED &amp; DISCONTINUOUS (OVERWRITE)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>At least one day after Test Recording #8 made above. Click on icon for selecting edit points, move start edit point to ≥20-second point and end edit point to ≥40-second point so that recording length shows ≥20 seconds, select “Trim” (keeps these 20 seconds of the recording)</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note change: to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOWNLOAD MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 22” FILE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>DOWNLOAD THE MODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 22” FILE, DELETE IT FROM THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH, RE-NAMES THE UNMODIFIED “TEST FOR OVERWRITE 22” TO “...23” &amp; TRANSFER IT FROM THE COMPUTER TO THE IPHONE/IPOD TOUCH “VOICE MEMOS” APP (OR VIA OTHER METHOD).</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTERED &amp; DISCONTINUOUS</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Re label Test Recording 1 as a “Podcast”</td>
<td>64 kbps, record dates not present</td>
<td>Basic metadata/file structure, note change: to “Recorded”, “Encoded”, and/or “Tagged” values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX D

DECISION TREE

Questioned iPhone Recording
AAC encoded M4A audio file

Is iPhone iOS reported in metadata?
- MediaInfo: "Writing Application"
- Hex: last several bytes of file, in udtf atom

YES

What iOS is reported? DocumentiOS.
- If iOS 7, go to iOS 7 decision tree (appendix F).
- If iOS 8-10, go to iOS 8-10 decision tree (appendix G).
- If iOS 11, go to iOS 11 decision tree (appendix H).

NO

Go to iOS 4-6 decision tree (appendix E).
APPENDIX E

DECISION TREE iOS 4-6

Is format 64 kbps, AAC encoded, M4A audio file?

YES

Is udra atom present at end of file’s bit stream?

4

NOT CONSISTENT with iPhone, iOS 6 VoiceMemos app recording.

NO

Is structure consistent with iOS 5 - 6 **?
- Hex: No traces of other editors or uncharacteristic metadata. Metadata follows structure in Table C.

1

CONSISTENT with iOS 5 or 6 format and structure. Obtain known iPhone, VoiceMemos app recorded files from the same iOS version as evidence (if known or provided) for comparison.

2

NOT CONSISTENT with iPhone, iOS 5-6 VoiceMemos app recording.

NO

Is structure consistent with iOS 4 ***?
- Hex: No traces of other editors or uncharacteristic metadata. Metadata follows structure in Table D.

3

CONSISTENT with iOS 4 format and structure. Obtain known iPhone, VoiceMemos app recorded files from the same iOS version as evidence (if known or provided) for comparison.

4

NOT CONSISTENT with iPhone, VoiceMemos app recording.

Table C
ftyp - size 29 bytes
  wide - 8 bytes
 mdat
  moov
  -- mvhd - 108 bytes
  --trak
  ------ tkhd - 92 bytes
  ------ mdia
  ------ ucla - 250 bytes
** Tested on iOS 6.1.3, 5.1.1

Table D
ftyp - size 29 bytes
  wide - 8 bytes
  mdat
  moov
  -- mvhd - 108 bytes
  --trak
  ------ tkhd - 92 bytes
  ------ mdia
  ------ ucla
*** Tested on iOS 4.0, 4.0.2, 4.1
APPENDIX F

DECISION TREE iOS 7

Table B
ftyp - size 28 bytes
wide - 8 bytes
mdat
-- mvhd - 108 bytes
--trak
---- tkhd - 92 bytes
----- mdia
-- udfa - 307 - 360 bytes
* Tested on iOS 7.1.1, 8.0.2, 8.4.1, 9.0, 9.2.1, 10.0.2, 10.2.3, 10.3.3

Is format 64kbps, AAC encoded, M4A audio file?

YES

Is structure consistent with iOS 7 ***?
- Hex: No traces of other editors or uncharacteristic metadata. Metadata follows structure in Table B.

YES

CONSISTENT with iOS 7 format and structure. Obtain known iPhone, VoiceMemos app recorded files from the same iOS version as evidence (if known or provided) for comparison.

NO

NOT CONSISTENT with iPhone, iOS 7 VoiceMemos app recording

NO

NOT CONSISTENT with iPhone, iOS 7 VoiceMemos app recording

3

NOT CONSISTENT with iPhone, iOS 7 VoiceMemos app recording

NO

2

NOT CONSISTENT with iPhone, iOS 7 VoiceMemos app recording

NO

3

NOT CONSISTENT with iPhone, iOS 7 VoiceMemos app recording
APPENDIX G

DECISION TREE iOS 10

Table B
fftp - size 26 bytes
wide - 8 bytes
mdat
-- mdhd - 108 bytes
--trak
--- bchd - 92 bytes
--- mdta
-- udta - 307 - 360 bytes
* Tested on iOS 7.1.1, 8.0.2, 8.4.1, 9.0, 9.2.1, 10.0.2, 10.2.3, 10.3.3

Is structure consistent with iOS 10 **?
- Hex: No traces of other editors or uncharacteristic metadata. Metadata follows structure in Table B.

Is "Recorded Date" intact?

YES  NO

8 NOT CONSISTENT with iPhone, iOS 10 VoiceMemos app recording.

Is nominal bit rate 64kbps?

YES  NO

6 NOT CONSISTENT with original, continuous, unaltered iPhone, VoiceMemos app recording.
Hypothesis: Beginning or end has been trimmed on iPhone with "Save As New File" on the "Encoded Date." Check iPhone extraction or backup for unaltered original. Further analysis required.

A next page

7 NOT CONSISTENT with original, continuous, unaltered iPhone, VoiceMemos app recording.
Hypothesis: On the "Encoded Date" portion(s) in the middle deleted using iPhone with "Save As New File." Check iPhone extraction or backup for unaleted original. Further analysis required.
Does the "Recorded Date" and its time differential from "Encoded Date" fit the details of the case?

1. **Consistent** with original, continuous, unaltered iPhone, VoiceMemos app recording made on "Recorded Date". However, may be discontinuous due to short pause(s) not detectable by date/time differential. Further analysis needed.

2. **Not Consistent** with an original, continuous, unaltered iPhone, VoiceMemos app recording. Hypothesis 1. Has been edited on iPhone using "Delete From Original" on the "Encoded Date". Original date/time of recording is "Recorded Date". Hypothesis 2. Lengthy pauses made during recording. Further analysis required. Possible to be consistent with original, continuous, unaltered iPhone, VoiceMemos app recording made on the Record Date if time between pressing Done and Save was lengthy. Further analyses required.

Are indications of incoming calls or pauses made during the recording present?

3. **Not Consistent** with original, continuous, unaltered iPhone, VoiceMemos app recording. Discontinuous due to incoming call(s). Further analysis required.

Obtain call records. Does (Duration of Evidence Audio) = (Duration of Phone Call(s) from Call Record) = ("Encoded Date") - ("Recorded Date")?

4. **Not Consistent** with original, continuous, unaltered iPhone, VoiceMemos app recording. Discontinuous due to incoming call(s). Further analysis required. Hypothesis 1. Has also been edited on iPhone using "Delete From Original" on the "Encoded Date". Original date/time of recording (or over recording) is "Recorded Date". Further analysis required. Hypothesis 2. Lengthy pauses made during recording. Further analysis required. Hypothesis 3. Discontinuous due to incoming call(s) if time between pressing Done and Save was lengthy. Further analysis required.

5. **Not Consistent** with an original, continuous, unaltered iPhone, VoiceMemos app recording. Hypothesis 1. On the "Encoded Date" portion(s) in the middle deleted using iPhone and saved to overwrite original. Original date/time of recording (or over recording) is "Recorded Date". Further analysis required. Hypothesis 2. Over-recorded on "Recorded Date" Further analysis required.